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EFFECTS OF VARIATION IN FOOD QUALITY ON THE BREEDING
TERRITORIALITY
OF THE MALE ANNA’S HUMMINGBIRD’
DONALD R. POWERS~

Departmentof Biology,San DiegoState University,
San Diego,CA 92821
Abstract. Thirteen territorial male Anna’s Hummingbirds, Calypteanna,were observed
during the 1981 and 1982 breeding seasons.Breeding territories were large, but size was
not determined by energyavailability. When a food source(sucrosesolution in feeders)was
present,the degreeto which it was defendedwas a function of food quality. If a high-quality
food sourcewas absent, males did not exhibit the behaviors associatedwith defending a
food source,but breedingterritoriality remained intact. Territories were maintained for the
entire breedingseasoneven when food quality was varied. The lack of a relationshipbetween
the number of chasesinvolving females and dive displays with variations in food quality,
along with observationsof long territory tenure, suggestthat the primary function of the
territory is reproductiveand that an internal food sourceis not necessaryfor its maintenance.
Key words: Territoryquality:female choice;explodedlek; energyavailability;territory
tenure;territoy defense.
INTRODUCTION

The availability of energy is important to nectarivorous birds that are maintaining breeding
territories becauseindividuals must meet energy
requirements as well as achieve reproductive
success(Wolf and Stiles 1970, Wolf and Wolf
1976). Energy is obtained mainly from floral nectars (Carpenter and MacMillen 1976b, Feinsinger 1976, Wolf et al. 1976) which are typically 6
to 38% carbohydrate(Percival 1965, Hainsworth
1973, Baker 1975). The availability of floral nectar dependson weather conditions (e.g., Gassand
Lertzman 1980) and the flowering seasons of
plants (Grant and Grant 1968, Stiles 1973, Gass
1978).
Territories of nonbreeding nectarivorous birds
are usually centeredon food sources(seeGill and
Wolf 1975, Gass 1979, Hixonet al. 1983). There
are questions as to what determines optimal territory size, but flower density and intruder pressure seem to be important factors (Gass et al.
1976, Kodric-Brown and Brown 1978, Hixon et
al. 1983). Few studies have been conducted on
breeding territories, and the relationship between
breeding territories and food sourcesis not well
understood. It has been suggestedthat breeding
territories of hummingbirds are establishednear
good food sourceswhenever possiblenot only to

provide energy for the males, but also to enhance
their reproductive successby attracting females
(Wolf and Stiles 1970, Stiles 1973). Tamm (1985)
demonstrated that breeding male Calliope Hummingbirds, Stellula calliope, display more frequently when energy availability is high. Tamm
suggeststhat display rate may affect the number
of feeding attempts by intruders as well as provide females with a mechanism for evaluating
males.
Pitelka (1942) suggestedthat the mating function of hummingbird breeding territories is secondary to the defense of food sources. Stiles
(1973), however, showed that although C. anna
males establish breeding territories around food
sources,the territories are maintained for some
time after food sourceshave diminished and that
territory size is not strongly correlated with internal food supplies.
This study examines more closely the relationship between energy availability and breeding territoriality of male C. anna to determine
the extent to which an energy supply inside the
territory affectsa breeding male’s territorial behavior and mating chasefrequency.
METHODS

Field observationswere carried out between January and May of 1981 and 1982 at the Tucker
Wildlife Sanctuary in Modjeska Canyon, Orange
County, California and in the adjoining Cleve’ Received19 February 1986. Final acceptance 3
land National Forest. The primary habitats of
September 1986.
2 Present address: Department of Avian Sciences, the area are mature chaparral with riparian
University of California, Davis, CA 956 16.
woodland along the streambedsof canyons.Since
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natural food plants were scarce,the population
of approximately 150 hummingbirds was supported mainly by feedersmaintained at the sanctuary (Copenhaver and Ewald 1980).
Breeding territories were mapped in 198 1, and
this information used to selectsites for food energy manipulations in 1982. All territories established were in the chaparral regions of the
study area. Sites chosen were on slopes facing
south or southwest with an adjacent ravine or
gully. All sites had many large woody shrubs,
usually Ceanothus,
which offered bare branches
that could be used as territorial perches.
Twelve potential sites were identified in the
study area; of these, six were randomly chosen
for food energy manipulations. Feederscontaining 20%-sucrosesolution were placed on the selectedterritoriesin mid-November, and all twelve
were checked daily to determine if males preferentially established breeding territories in the
areas with a feeder.
Feeders used were the tubular type (Hainsworth 1973) except that a small piece of rubber
tubing was inserted into the glasstubing so that
the flow of sugar solution could be controlled
with a small clamp. Sugar solution flow rates
were regulated at 3.0 ml/hr.
Once a territory was occupied, no data were
collected for three weeks while males were establishing themselves (see Stiles 1973). During
this period, males may showunusually high levels
of energy expenditure (Copenhaver and Ewald
1980). Territory size was measured by plotting
the locations of territorial behaviors on a grid,
such as the intercept point of chases, sites of
aggressivedisplays, and singing locations of the
resident male. Perching locations were recorded
and classifiedaccordingto their frequency of use.
Primary percheswere thoseusedmost frequently
and to which a male habitually returned following major territorial activities. Secondary perches were used infrequently but regularly. Incidental percheswere thosewhich were usedonly once
or twice during all observations.
Aggressivenesswas measuredby the frequency
and duration of defensive behaviors, mainly
chasesand dive displays. Defensive chaseswere
divided into two types: high-altitude and lowaltitude based on differences noted during preliminary observations. Low-altitude chaseswere
directed towards intruders that attempted to utilize the resources(usually a perch or food source)
of a territorial male. High-altitude chaseswere

evoked by intruders that were simply flying
through the territory. I consideredchaseduration
to be an indicator of a male’s aggressivenesstowards intruders, and the number of chases to
representthe intensity of competition for the territory and its resources. The total length of a
chase, or of any other timed activity, was measured from when a male left his perch to when
he returned.
Because females nest away from the male’s
territory and copulation occurs near the nesting
area (Stiles 1982) assessingmating successdirectly was not possible. I indirectly assessedfemale interest in males by determining the number of chases directed towards females and
originating on breeding territories. This assessment is reasonable because the courtship sequencebeginson the male’s territory (Stiles 1982).
There are two possible sourcesof error in this
assessment:(1) some chasesmay be competitive
rather than courtship oriented, and (2) males are
potentially rejected prior to the conclusion of
courtship (Stiles 1982).
Energy manipulations were carried out January to March. Each of the six territories supplied
with feeders was observed under experimental
and control conditions. Under experimental conditions, the feederswere supplied with one of the
following sucrose solutions: 0, 4, 8, 12, 16, or
20% concentration. Under control conditions all
feeders received a 20%-sucrose concentration.
This control concentration was used because it
represents a reasonable average for most common hummingbird plants (see Baker 1975) and
was close to the highest concentration found for
nectars in the study area based on refractometry
(range 13-23%).
The study was conducted in two phases.In the
first phase, half of the six territories were randomly selectedto be experimentals. Each experimental was provided with one of the concentrations given above. The other half of the
territories were given the control concentration.
Each territory was then observed for three 3-hr
observation periods (07:OOto 10:OO).In the second phase, the experimental and control territories were reversed and the treatment repeated.
Behavioral observations were always made from
the same point.
ANALYSIS

Chase numbers and times collected under the
control conditions were analyzed with homo-
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geneity chi-square and two-way ANOVA respectively. All experimental-condition data were
analyzed with least squaresregressionand Pearson’s correlation. Statistical significance was assumed if P < 0.05.

RESULTS
TERRITORY CHARACTERISTICS
In both years, males established territories in midDecember, consistent with the findings of Williamson (1956) and Stiles (1973). In 1981 all
seven territories lacked visible nectar sources.In
1982, however, territories were only established
in areas supplied with feeders. Of the 13 territories observed in the two years, 12 were de-
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FIGURE 1. Diagrammatic representationof a typical C. anna breeding territory (12,800 m2) showing
primary perches(P), secondaryperches(S), incidental
perches(R), feederlocation (darkenedcircle), dive display areas(broken line), and territorial boundary (solid
line).
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FIGURE 2. The effect of sucroseconcentration in
experimental feederson the time Culypteanna males
spent chasinghigh-altitude intruders during an observation period.

fended by only one male each until late May.
One male disappeared in late March of 198 1,
and the territory was never reoccupied.
Territories ranged in size from 0.9 ha to 1.3
ha, much smaller than reported by Stiles (1973).
Some variability in territory size may be due to
differences in the number of behavioral observations usedto calculate territory size. However,
both the largestand smallestterritories measured
were defended by birds exhibiting high levels of
activity and were well defined. Also, a “core area”
(sensu Pitelka 1951) was not evident. Males
maintained one to three primary perches,which

TABLE 1. Chasefrequencyand time spentin chasinglow-altitude and high-altitude intruders by Cdypte annu
males during the control state.

Territory
“0.

Sucrosecont.
w

1
2
3

20
20
20

5

9
10

High-altitudechases
Duratmn
No./hr
(min/chase)

Nalhr

Low-altitudechases
Duration
(minkhase)

7.2 + 0.1
6.9 +- 1.3

0.29 + 0.03
0.26 -t 0.08

2.8 * 0.5
3.1 * 0.2

1.05 + 0.11
0.91 f 0.18

7.6 + 1.5
6.2 +- 3.0

0.30
0.35

2.8 + 0.2

0.93

20

20
20

1.0 + 2.6
8.8 f 1.3

0.37 ?z0.13
0.29 & 0.02

3.1 f 0.7
3.5 2 1.7
3.2 + 0.8

1.01 + 0.22
0.69 * 0.06
1.04 + 0.01

+ 0.05
k 0.11

Valuesare averagedfrom three 3-hr observationperiodsfor eachbird and reportedas the mean + I SD.

k 0.14
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TABLE 2. Chase frequency and time spent chasinghigh-altitude and low-altitude intruders by Calypteanna
males during the experimental state.
Tenitory
no.

9
3
2
5
1
10

Sucrose
cont.
(W

0
4
8
12
16
20

H&altitude
No/h?

1.5 * 0.7
2.2 t 0.7
4.0 +- 0.3
5.3 t 0.9
9.5 k 2.4
7.1 _t 1.2

chases

No/h?*

1.8 -t 0.9
2.6 + 0.5
4.2 * 0.3
5.5 2 0.5
9.6 -+ 2.6
7.1 + 1.2

Low-altitudechases
Duration
(minkhase)

No./hr*

0.43 * 0.3
0.33 * 0.12
0.34 t 0.04
0.27 +- 0.02
0.36 f 0.13
0.33 * 0.02

0.0 +- 0.0
0.3 f 0.0
0.9 + 0.5
1.6 k 0.2
2.0 t 0.6
2.9 & 0.7

N&h?

0.0 -c 0.0
0.4 * 0.0
0.9 + 0.5
1.6 -t 0.2
2.0 + 0.6
2.9 + 0.7

Duration
(minkhas@

0.00 ? 0.00
0.90 f 0.50
0.62 + 0.34
0.77 ?Z0.21
0.70 + 0.12
1.07 -t 0.16

*Values are averagedfrom three 3.hr observationperiodsfor eachbird and reportedas the mean * I SD.
** Valuesare averagedfrom the total time the bird wason his tenitoni duringeachof the three3-hr observationperiodsfor eachbird and reported
the mean + I SD.-
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were not necessarily in close proximity to one
another (Fig. 1). Males often initiated territorial
behaviors, such as singing, dive displays, and
chases, from secondary perches. Dive displays
were preferentially performed in specificareasof
many territories, but these areas should not be
confused with a core area since they were not
necessarilyassociatedwith a food sourceor primary perch and were often at the outer boundaries of the territory.
For the most part, breeding territories were on
slopesfacing south or southwest.Vegetation was
dense at the territories’ center and thinned out
towards the perimeter. Most of the vegetation
was low except for the primary perches, which
were elevated giving the male a clear view of his
territory. Primary perches were usually on the
upper exposedbranches of Ceanothuscuneatus,
Quercus dumosa, and in the inflorescences of
Yucca whipplei.
AGGRESSIVE INTERACTIONS
Intruders that were simply passingthrough a territory usually flew at altitudes greater than 25 m
and on some occasionsas high as 80 m. Although
these intruders were chased, such chases were
usually short in duration and distance lasting 0.3
to 0.4 min. High-altitude chaseswere lessintense
than low-altitude chases in that the male flew
slowly towards the intruder and rarely vocalized.
Chasestypically ended at the territory boundary,
often with the intruder being intercepted by the
neighboring male. This possibly cooperative effort was also observed by Stiles (1973). If the
intruder was a female this interaction might be
interpreted as competition for a mate. High-altitude chaseswere most often initiated from primary perches. Intruders seemed to be observed
from great distances, but were intercepted at a

point which appeared to result in the shortest
flight even if it allowed the intruder to enter the
territory.
Under control conditions no statistically significant difference was observed between males
for the number of high-altitude chasesper hour
or total chasing time per hour. The mean value
for all territories was 7.0 chases/hr,requiring 0.3 1
min/chase (Table 1). During the experimental
phase the mean chaseduration for all males did
not differ statistically from the control, but the
number of chases per hour of observation increasedwith sucroseconcentration (r = 0.9 1, df =
4, P < 0.05; Table 2) as did the number ofchases
per hour each male was on his territory (r = 0.90,
df = 4, P < 0.05; Table 2) so that males with a
better energy supply devoted more time to chasing (r = 0.86, df = 4, P < 0.05; Fig. 2).
Low-altitude chases were intense and appeared to involve flight speedsexceeding those
of high-altitude chases.They were executedclose
to the ground, and were accompanied by strong
vocalizations until the last few seconds.Intruders
were often intercepted at or near a male’s food
sourceor perching location. Chaseslasted as long
as 1.0 min and extended over great distances,
often making the chaseimpossible to observe in
its entirety. This sometimes necessitatedthe assumption that chases were continuous during
brief periods when the birds were out of sight.
Under the control conditions (Table l), males
did not differ statistically in the number of lowaltitude chasesor in the time spentin them. Males
spent an average of 3.0 min/hr conducting lowaltitude chases,which is not significantly different from the total time budgetedfor high-altitude
chases,but increasesin chaseduration (Table 1)
and intensity of low-altitude chasesmay indicate
higher energetic costs.
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TABLE 3. Time spent off territory, mating chase
frequency, and time spent on mating chasesby Calypteanna males during the control state.
IO _
Territory
no.

Time off territory
(min/hr)*

0.4
0.3
0.0
0.3
0.1
0.2

:
3
5
9
10
Mean

+
k
2
2
+
f

0.4
0.2
0.0
0.3
0.1
0.2

Mating chases
(min/hr)*,**
(No./hr)*,**

0.6 k 0.2
0.2 5 0.2
0.7 * 0.3
0.9 + 0.2
0.2 k 0.2
0.3 + 0.0
0.48

1.2 k 0.4
0.7 + 0.7
2.5 k 2.0
2.8 f 1.0
1.0 k 0.9
1.5 zk 0.1
1.62

*Values are averagesfrom three 3-hr observationperiods
for each
bird.
** These data representdata from chaseswhich are assumedto be
mating and not competitive.
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During experimental conditions the number
20
0
12
16
8
4
of low-altitude chasesdecreasedas sucroseconSucrose
Concentration
centrationsdecreased(r = 0.99, df = 4, P < 0.05).
The level of competition appeared to be strongly
(%I
influenced by the amount of sugar in the feeder
FIGURE 3. The effect of sucroseconcentration in
becausethe number of chasesper hour increased experimental feederson the time Calypteanna males
with sucroseconcentration (r = 0.99, df = 4, P <
spent chasinglow-altitude intruders during an observation period.
0.05; Table 2). This differs from breeding Calliope Hummingbirds whose chasefrequency remained constant when energy availability was relationship to sucroseconcentration, the funcchanged(Tamm 1985). Unlike durations ofhightion of this aggressionin Anna’s Hummingbird
altitude chases,duration of low-altitude chases was unclear. This is different from breeding Caldecreasedas sucroseconcentration decreased(r =
liope Hummingbirds which increase display fre0.73, df = 4, P < 0.05; Table 2). As chase duquencywhen more food is made available (Tamm
ration decreased,the chasesbecame lessintense
1985). In this study hummingbirds, especially
and vocalizations became irregular. Reductions females, were not common objects of display.
in both chaseduration and number strengthens Intruding males that succeededin perching in a
the relationship between sucroseconcentration territory were displayedover repeatedly,but more
and time spent in low-altitude chases(r = 0.93,
than 80% of the displays were directed towards
other speciesof birds, primarily the Scrub Jay,
df = 4, P < 0.05; Fig. 3).
Dive displays appeared to be, as Stiles (1982) Aphelocomacoerulescens.
On some occasionsthe
suggested,an aggressivebehavior. However, be- birds appeared to be displaying over an empty
causedisplay frequency and duration showedno bush.

TABLE 4. Time spent off territory, mating chasefrequency,and time spent on mating chasesby Calypteanna
males during the experimental state.

Territory no.

sucrose
cont.
(W

Mating chases

Time off territory
(min/hr)*

(No./hr)*,**

(min/hr)‘,**

9

0

3
:

4
12
8

10.4 + 0.6
8.1 + 1.5
3.4
1.9 -C
+ 0.j2
0.8

0.1 -t 0.2
0.3 + 0.3
0.9 It_
0.3
* 0.3
0.2

0.2 k 0.4
0.8 + 0.8
0.9
2.9 +t 0.4
0.9

16
20

0.6 f 0.3
0.2 zk 0.2

0.3 + 0.3
0.2 +- 0.2
0.35

0.7 + 0.6
0.7 + 0.7
1.03

1
10
Mean

*Valuesare averagesfrom three 3-hr observationperiodsfor eachbird.
**These data representdata from chaseswhich are assumedto be mating and not competitive.
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es occurring during courtship closely resembled
those of low-altitude chases.Becausecopulation
takesplace out of the male’s territory (Stiles 1982)
it was impossible to observe the entire chase.
Males leaving on chasesof females were sometimes gone for several minutes.
If high quality food sourcesattract females, the
males in these territories should have the most
mating opportunities. This was not the case.
There was no statistically significant relationship
between numbers of chasesinvolving females or
time devoted to such chases and sucrose concentration (Table 4).

y=exp(3.85-0.21x)
r =0.97
p

0

4

8

( 0.05

12

16

20

DISCUSSION

Recent studies of breeding territoriality in the
male C. anna under natural conditions have sug(%1
gestedthat a high quality food sourcecontributes
FIGURE 4. The effectof sucroseconcentrationin to the male’s mating success(Stiles 1973, 1982).
experimentalfeederson the time Culypte anna male
spentofftheirterritories during an observationperiod. However, observations of territory size, tenure,
and female activity in this study indicate that an
energy source in the breeding territory may not
TIME OFF TERRITORY
be necessaryfor breeding success.
It is not surprising that areas with rich energy
Males under the control condition never spent
more than 2.0 min off their territories for reasons sourceswere utilized first by breeding male Anunrelated to chasesduring a single 3-hr obser- na’s Hummingbirds. Due to the spatial and temvation period (Table 3). When sucroseconcen- poral variability of natural nectar sources,a tertrations were lowered, the amount of time spent ritory establishedfor the defenseof a nectar source
off territories increaseddramatically (Fig. 4) pre- should, at least in part, be a function of flower
sumably becausethe males needed to searchfor density (seeGill and Wolf 1975, Gass et al. 1976,
food. Tamm (1985) observed a similar pattern Kodric-Brown and Brown 1978). However, unfor breedingCalliope Hummingbirds. During one like the C. anna observedby Stiles (1973), breedobservation period, male 9, with a feeder con- ing territories were occupied for long periods retaining 0% sucrose,was off his territory 17.3% gardless of energy availability. Males holding
of the total time (Table 4). This is comparable energy-poor territories utilized the sanctuary
to the 17 to 20% of time spent off-territory by feeders or intruded on the territories of other
males without feedersduring preliminary obser- males. The reliability of feedersat the sanctuary
vations in 198 1. Even though males with low may make having a food source in the territory
sucroseconcentrations were away from their ter- less important.
The time and energy expended on territory
ritories for long periods of time, they remained
establishment indicate the importance of longterritorial.
term occupation of breeding territories. Feeding
MATING BEHAVIOR
territoriesmay be establishedin a matter of hours
Few females observed entered a male’s territory (Copenhaver and Ewald 1980) but establishwithout engaging in courtship behavior. No fe- ment of C. anna breeding territories requires as
male was ever seenattempting to feed at a male’s much as three weeks. Stiles (1973) who first obfeeder.Natural nectar sourcesmay provide some served this pattern, suggestedthat this lengthy
visual cue which feeders lack, but in this study establishment period may require males to begin
there was no evidence that evaluation of food breeding behavior earlier than females.
quality by females was taking place.
Generally, the size of a feeding territory is negThe portions of courtship behavior observed atively correlated with the energy available per
were very similar to those described by Bent unit area (Gill and Wolf 1975, Gass et al. 1976,
(1940) and Stiles (1982). The mechanics of chas- Kodric-Brown and Brown 1978, Gass 1979, HixSucrose

Concentration
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on et al. 1983) and when energy availability falls
below threshold levels territoriality can deteriorate (Carpenter and MacMillen 1976a, Ewald
and Carpenter 1978, Kodric-Brown and Brown
1978). However, in this study breeding territories remained large regardlessof sugar concentration, and more importantly, at no time did
any of the males become nonterritorial. Breeding
males may sacrificenet foraging gains to increase
frequencies of mating.
In my population a male’s food sourcedid not
seem to play a major role in attracting females
because none of the breeding territories contained a significant number of flowers. Gass and
Lertzman (1980) found that when food resources
were removed from an area, nonbreeding Rufous
rufis, stopped usHummingbirds, Selusphorus
ing the area. If food sources on breeding territoriesare critical to C. uy11za,
similar resultsshould
have been observedfor territories supportedwith
low concentrations of sucrose, especially since
the males have the added pressuresof being reproductively successful.In addition, the females
observed did not benefit energetically from the
male’s food source (see also Stiles 197 1, 1982).
In breeding systems such as this, females presumably selectmales on some measureof fitness,
but it is unclear as to how fitness could be tied
to a resource as variable as flower nectar in a
long-term territorial system.It should be pointed
out, however, that the C. anna population used
in this study has been feeder-dependent for several years. Utilization of a reliable, artificial food
sourcefor generationsmay have had a profound
effect on the relationship between the breeding
system and the food sourceof the Anna’s Hummingbird.
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could be a means of conservingenergy. Secondly,
Copenhaver and Ewald (1980) suggestthat longer chasesdeter competitive intruders from returning, rather than just increasing the cost of
intrusions. Increasing the duration of low-altitude chasesmay result in long-term energy savings for males on energy-rich territories.
Chase length was not a factor in high-altitude
chases,which did not appear to be energetically
expensive relative to low-altitude chases and
probably functioned simply to reassertterritorial
ownership. However, energy-dependent variation in chaselength was seen frequently in lowaltitude chases.This behavior is similar to that
seen in feeding territories (Ewald and Carpenter
1978) indicating that aggressivenessis important to the defense of food sources inside the
territory. This similarity suggeststhat when food
sources are present the breeding territory may
indeed, as Pitelka (195 1) suggested,function secondarily as a feeding territory. The presence of
food, under these conditions, is not a requirement for a breeding territory of C. mm, but a
high quality food supply in the territory may
increase its net benefits (Wolf 1978).
FOOD QUALITY

AND MATING

SUCCESS

Three aspectsof this study indicate that a male’s
mating successis independent of food supply
under the conditions of this study: (1) a food
source within the breeding territory was not a
requirement for territory maintenance; (2) femalesmade no obvious attempt to feedat a male’s
food source;and (3) no relationship was detected
between the level of aggressiveness
and a male’s
involvement in courtship behavior.
Food quality may have an indirect effect on a
male’s mating activity by determining the time
FOOD QUALITY
AND AGGRESSIVENESS
spent off his territory. Males with lower sucrose
Competition was dependent upon the quality of concentrations spent much more time off their
the male’s food source. The strength of this re- territories than those with high concentrations.
lationship and the lack of successfulintrusions Becausefemales solicit males (Stiles 1982) males
by competing males made evaluation of a ter- spending long periods off their territories may
ritory owner’s aggressivenessdifficult, however. lose opportunities to mate.
Two factors seem to be indicators of aggressiveMales that must leave their territories to feed
ness. First, it is unlikely that the rate of high- probably have higher foraging costs than those
altitude intrusion was affected by the quality of with food suppliesin their territories (Wolf 1978).
the food source.Rather, reduction in the number If the increased foraging costs are not offset by
ofchasesprobably resultedfrom males in energy- reductions in the cost of territorial defense then
poor territories not responding to as many high- the C. annabreeding systemmay suffera net loss
altitude intruders. High-altitude intruders which in energeticbenefits. This is not unknown in nawere not chased appeared to be more frequent ture. Feldmeth (1983) in a study on trout and
on energy-poor territories. This lack of response pupfish, observed more intense agonistic and
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courtship behavior than available food resources in food resourcedistribution. The willingness of
males to occupy breeding territories continually
should have allowed.
under varying conditions of energy availability
THE MATING SYSTEM
suggeststhat mating successis the primary funcThe breeding behavior of male C. anna closely tion of territoriality and that an internal food
resembles that of “promiscuous species” (Pi- supply in the breeding territory may be advantelka et al. 1974) in which males form leks, in tageous,but not a necessity.Females in this study
this case an “exploded lek” because males are were not attracted to a male on the basis of his
widely separated.Exploded leks usually develop territory’s food quality indicating that other facwhen food resources are widely dispersed and tors are involved. Breeding territories were esdifficult to defend (Payne and Payne 1977), as tablished by C. anna males on canyon slopesand
was the case in the present study prior to the appear to be loosely aggregatedinto exploded
introduction of feeders.Distribution of breeding leks. The latter feature needsfurther study. When
territories did not appear to be a function of food internal food supplieswere available feeding teravailability. The distribution of territories in ritories were defended within breeding territo198 1, when territories were without feeders,was ries.
similar to the distribution of territories in 1982
when feeders were used. The establishment of ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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